
Biking 
 
How had our bikes stood up to the hammering they had received day after day over that grueling 
3,000 miles? ‘Hammering’ is no exaggeration, for there had been in that stretch no more than 
400 miles of pavement. For the rest we were traversing roads often not much more than tracks, 
with grass growing in the middle. The well-made sections were invariably corrugated and as the 
laden weight of the bikes was over 90 pounds the spokes were not equal to the constant 
pounding. We calculated that in Africa alone we replaced nearly a hundred spokes… Our three-
speed gears seemed to provide disappointingly little aid on the many really grueling climbs we 
encountered. Then there was no alternative but to dismount and walk, so we wore out a great 
deal more shoe leather than we budgeted for.  Eric Attwell (The Road to London)  
 
Bicycles have improved somewhat since Attwell and his brother cycled the length of Africa from 
South Africa to England in 1936. If they could do it on gravel tracks with three gears, you 
shouldn’t have any trouble getting to Santa Ynez or Carpinteria on your 27-speed machine. Kids 
should only need about three gears to do it comfortably, and may even manage on a single speed.   
 
For many, the ultimate sense of independence and freedom is experienced on a bike. It can be 
used on pavement or off-road, and with fairly heavy loads which allows the use of a range of 
accommodation from camping to hotels. Whereas ten miles of hiking can make for a weary day, 
the same distance can be covered on a bike in an hour or two. Add to this the joys of tinkering 
with something mechanical and many hours of enjoyment can be found together. 
 
Gear: 
 
The essential gear needed for most of the trails in this guide would be a bike, helmet, basic 
repair/puncture kit, water bottle and daypack with snacks. For some of the longer routes and 
overnight trips you would want to purchase a small carrier and a couple of panniers for the bike, 
or you could use a small bike trailer to pack camping gear in. Two panniers at the rear will 
handle your food and clothes, with a tent and sleeping bag on top. Kids could put their sleeping 
bags on a carrier and carry a light daypack for clothes, or you could pack it all in a trailer. 
 
Bicycle: 
 
As with kayaks or backpacks, the range of purpose-built bikes available today can be 
bewildering. A salesman may plummet you into the world of group sets, framesets, shocks, seat 
posts, saddle pins, bar ends and wheels, and you can go that way, balancing need with budget, or 
you can simply use what you have – in most cases a multi-speed mountain bike, commuter or 
road racer. Kids can do some of the rides on single speed bikes, although a minimum of five 
gears would be most advantageous, and required for a hilly ride like the one to Nojouqui Falls.  
  
Consider too that you may grow to love cycling as a pastime, at which point you will want to 
research whether to buy a mountain bike, tourer, racer or commuter. Craigslist is a good place to 
make your purchase but support the local bike shops as well. It can be said that a few hours a 
week on a cheap bike you will begin to reveal to you the merits of a more expensive one.  
 
A few considerations … 



Frame: 
 
Frame materials range from carbon-steel through aluminum to carbon fiber. Conventional 
wisdom says that steel frames are more comfortable for touring than aluminum (which are more 
rigid) but the best bike is the one you have, and many riders now cycle hundreds of miles a week 
on aluminum frames.  
 
Shocks: 
 
Most mountain bikes now have shock absorbers on them. Cheap and nasty shocks will give you 
trouble – if you can’t spend much, rather buy a bike without shocks. You don’t need them for the 
rides listed on this site but if you have front shocks on an existing bike that’s fine. Do try and 
avoid using a bike that has rear shocks (they are inefficient and sometimes awkward for touring), 
but if that’s what you have, don’t let it stop you.  
 
Group Sets: 
 
This refers to all the parts on your bike, including brakes, gear levers, chain rings, bottom bracket 
and derailleurs etc. Most group sets are sold as the name infers and are set up on bike frames 
after these leave the factory. The better sets cost more but last longer, function better and require 
less maintenance. Many bikes come with a mixture of parts – the more hardwearing pieces such 
as the rear derailleur being the better quality units. 
 
Sundry: 
 
Try and avoid using off-road tires if you can. Road tires will be far more efficient (they are also 
available for mountain bikes). It can be hard work pedaling a mountain bike on the pavement 
with off-road tires.  
 
All riders should wear helmets that are securely fastened with a snug fitting chinstrap. Take 
along a water bottle and basic repair kit. The latter may vary according to the length of your ride.  
 
Small handle bar carrier bags are useful for storage of a map, snack, sunscreen and camera when 
touring. Keep your bike clean, the chain free of dirt and excessive lube, with cables tensioned 
and it will serve you well. (You can research further maintenance on the Internet.) 
 
TECHNIQUE: 
 
Comfort: 
 
It is important to set your bike-fit up correctly. Comfort on a bike is most dependent on the 
contact points between your anatomy and the bike – the saddle, handlebars and pedals. Frame 
size is the start – a general indicator is that you should be able to stand over the bike and have 
about one to two inches of space between the crossbar and the top of your inseam. Bike stores 
can do a more professional job of fitting a bike for you. 
 



Your saddle needs to be set at a height that is a balance between comfort and purchase for 
pedaling. Ideally this would be at a height that allows you to sit with a straight leg down to the 
pedal, when your heel is on the pedal and the pedal is at the bottom point of its arc. The saddle 
also needs to be level – make sure the tip is not pointing up or down.  
 
The handlebars should be set at a height below that of the saddle, allowing a comfortable 
forward sitting position. The handlebar stem could be adjusted to about half the height of the seat 
post. Set the height of the saddle first.  
 
There are three options to consider when it comes to pedals. The first is a normal pedal without 
toe clip, the second is a pedal with a toe clip, and the third is a misnomer in that it is called a 
clipless pedal but is in fact a clip similar in design to that found on snow skis. The latter requires 
special shoes.  
 
A toe clip and clipless pedals allow you to draw up on the pedal and they help produce a smooth, 
efficient motion. Try to use shoes that have a stiff sole – if you start doing a number of long rides 
with softer training shoes or climb hills, you could begin to feel some pain in the arch of the foot 
due to the flexing of the foot on a down stroke. 
 
Pedaling: 
 
The action is a smooth rotary movement. Do not jerk up or down. Aim for a good cadence (rpm.) 
Mastering the pedaling action will alleviate saddle soreness that may arise from rocking thighs. 
(A saddle that is too high also contributes to this malady.) A combination of good gear choice for 
the terrain, smooth pedal action and cadence of about 70 to 80 rpm is a general mark to aim for 
in recreational riding and touring. To check your cadence, ride a flat section of road in a medium 
gear when there is no wind. You should count every stroke on one side for a minute. If you are 
riding at less than 60 you need to increase cadence and/or choose a lighter gear.  
 
Gearing: 
 
It takes a bit of riding to get to know your gears but there is nothing like riding a few hills with 
kids to teach them when and how to change gears. Do not be afraid to use the entire range at the 
appropriate times. Most of your riding will be done with the chain on the middle gear in the front 
and towards the middle of the rear gears. Keep pedaling whilst changing gears and try to predict 
what gear you will use before you need to change. Learn to change gears just a moment before 
it’s needed when climbing. Thus, if approaching a steep hill, change gears before you actually 
slow down on the hill, choosing a gear that will take you over the hill or up the first portion. 
Keep a smooth pedaling motion throughout the change, trying to keep your cadence even. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Braking: 
 
Braking with a Penny farthing 
 
If you find you are unable to dismount, owing to the pace and steepness of the gradient, go for 
the nearest hedge or hawthorn bush, and, just as you approach, throw your legs over the 
handles. You are sure to be hurt, but you may escape with a few scrapes and bruises, whereas to 
hold on means more serious, perhaps even fatal injury. If no hedge or hawthorn bush is near, 
throw your legs over the handles and put the brakes suddenly hard on, and you will shoot 
forward and alight on your feet, when you must make every effort to run as hard as you can, for 
your bicycle is in eager pursuit, and a stroke from it may place you in ‘hors de combat’. 
 
Mecredy’s ‘The Art and Pastime of Cycling.’ 1893. 
 
Things have improved since 1893 - controlled braking now comes easily by comparison. You 
can use both front and rear brakes and don’t have to leave the bike during the process!  
 
Avoid skidding if braking suddenly, and if this occurs, release the brakes for a moment. This 
technique of drawing and releasing the brakes on fast runs is called feathering. Do not be scared 
of using front brakes, but balance their use with the rear. On pavement you may depend more on 
the front brakes but on gravel you will rely more on the rear brakes. 
 
Watch your braking distance when the roads are wet. The pads first have to dry the rims before 
they will grip. When you brake and especially if it is sudden, drop your weight back and down 
toward your saddle so that you don’t end up on the road in front of the bike. Take care when on 
gravel, especially with the front brake, and especially if you are carrying a pack on the bike. 
 
Wind: 
 
Most riders find a strong wind more unbearable than the longest climb. There is something soul 
destroying about using the so-called ‘granny gears’ to make headway on a long flat road. A hard 
climb in searing heat may not be fun, but it beats crawling forward in a gale force wind. 
 
Riding into the wind is a technique that can be mastered. If there is more than one rider in a 
group, take turns in the front, deriving benefit from the slipstream. Drafting can result in a 30 
percent saving of effort and energy.  
 
It takes nine times as much effort to pedal a bicycle at 12 miles an hour into a head wind blowing 
at 6 miles per hour, as it does to pedal with the wind blowing from behind. 
 
Lore of Cycling Beneke, Beneke, Noakes & Reynolds. 1989. 
 
Lean down and forward, pace yourself, keep your elbows in, select a gear in which you can 
maintain that all important cadence and avoid unnecessary rocking.  
 
 



 
Climbing: 
 
At some stage you will be hurt by a long or steep climb. For some, climbing will never be more 
than pain management. Breathing is difficult, legs ache, lactic acid soars and the sweat runs into 
your eyes. Some people sing during a long climb, some hum, some talk too much and others just 
go quiet. Recite poetry but you need to be positive about what you are doing – select your gear in 
time, sit back and find a positive rhythm. Toe clips or clipless pedals are especially helpful when 
climbing. 
 
SAFETY: 
 
Safety in cities can be divided into a few points for consideration, as can safety out on a trail. 
The greatest potential for harm exists in urban areas, in low light.   
 
In the City: 
 
Traffic cycling requires you to be alert, confident and assertive within the law. Most accidents 
involving cyclists occur due to visibility issues. Wear bright clothing and ride in a way that 
makes it clear you are there. If it is dusk and you approach an intersection, make sure the traffic 
can see you. Use reflectors and lights. 
 
Keep in mind that everyone’s visibility drops in poor weather and that all braking distances 
lengthen. Finally, certain high flow routes should be avoided altogether at these and other key 
times. 
 
Helmets are indispensable. Research shows that 70 percent of cycling deaths have been caused 
by head injuries, and that most cycle-related injuries occurred due to the absence of a helmet. 
Those who suffer the greatest are children. It only takes one fall on the head to injure a child for 
life, so take all precautions seriously. Make sure the chinstrap is secure. 
 
Look ahead, beyond where you are riding, watch what is happening and anticipate what traffic 
will do wherever possible. 
 
In closing, here are the summarized results of cycling surveys when it comes to safety. 
 
 Most accidents don’t involve cars and are not reported. 
 70 percent of car-cycle accidents involve children between the ages of seven and 17. 
 About three percent of riding is done after dark, but 50 to 60 percent of accidents occur then. 
 70 to 80 percent of injuries are related to head wounds. 
 


